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An Error Correction Model of the Median
Voter's Demand for Public Goods in Mauritius
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ABSTRAcT

From an optimizing frameu.tork, the median uoter's demand for public good.s is
deriued and estimated using data pertaining to the economA of Mauitius ouer
the period 1970-1999. Empiical f.ndings reueal that a long run relationship
exi,sts betueen the quantitg demanded of public goods and. the income of the
median uoter, the latter's perceiued tax. pice lJor these goods) and ouerall populntion. Public goods are found. to be basic necessilies rather fi7an luxtry goodsMoreouer, the ising number of beneficiaies generates an increase in the
demand for public goods, tttDugh not in a manner th.at uould. substantiate the
congestion hgpothesis. A disaggregation ofthe tenTporal elasticities *vough ttte
formulation of an Eror Correction Mechanism indicates thnt, uhite in tLte stnrt
run, it is basicallg tLte. perceiued tax-pice uaiable uhich predominates, in ttrc
long ntn, all the three uariables
income and population become signif.- pice,
cant in influencing the median uoter's
demand. A major poticy implication emanating from tLtese findings is it maA be necessary but nat sulf.cient to anb public speruling bg simplg eliminating f.scal def"cits.

1 lr,ttnoougnotl
Musgrave (1959) established tJle ttrree major objectives of a government,
namely, a-llocation of resources, distribution of income and wealttr and stabilization of the economy. However, as a collective decision-maker, tJ:e government tries to generate the optimal mix of public expenditure and revenue that
best fits the preferences of the median voter in achieving these objectives.
Current empiricism in ttre public choice area focuses a lot on the characteristics and dynanics, which govern public spending, whereby demand functions
for pubtc goods have been modelled exclusively.2 Empirical median voter's
demand functions are usually built from the pioneering works of Borcherding
and Deacon (79721 a\d Bergstrom and Goodman (1973). These studies were
basically underta-ken to model the major factors that determine the demand
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for public services. Rubinfeld (1987) summarized tl:e findings on median
votei's demald for public goods by establishing that most studies revealed
income elasticities which were less than unity a.rrd price elasticities clustering
between -0.2 and -0.4. These empirical findings suggest that, by and large,
public goods or services are viewed as basic necessities by tax payers'
Furth".-o.., the occurrences of fiscal. deficits in botJr developed and developing economies have prompted a few reseanchers to estimate delnand functions
for public goods in tleir attempt to link growth of public expenditure with fiscal deficits. In fact Buchanan and Wagner (1977) provided a hlpothesis that
could explain higher fiscal deficits tirough a reduction in ttre perceived taxprice of public goods, which in turn generates higher denand for such goods'
Ni"katt t. (1978), Provopoulous (1982), Khan (1988) and Ashworth (1995)
have found evidence in support of the Buchanan and Wagner (1977) hypothesis from alternative country data sets.
Contraiy to ttrese findings on demand functions and voters' perceptions of
the tax price, Dudley and Montma.rquette (1981) challenged the view that
median voter's preferences constitute the basis for public sector's spending'
Indeed., as reinforced by Dao [1995), the inlluence ofthe median voter on public sector's output is governed by a host of factors which are highly susceptible to time series and cross-country variations. Therefore, to address the
empirical ambiguity, which still remains in modelling and analysing nedian
voter's demand for public goods, furttrer investigation is warranted'
Hence, in this paper, we intend to extend the literature by modelling exclusively a relevant median voter's demand function for public goods and testing
it using data pertafuing to the small island economy of Mauritius. In fact,
there are specific factors that prompt an empirical investigation of the median
voter's demand. for public goods in Mauritius. Firist, due to the economic backwardness of the country during the post independence era, public expenditure
was dictated by a Keynesian-tyPe ideolory and was thus demand-driven'
Given the low tax-base and a binding budget constraint in those years, the
government had recourse to high fiscal delicits (often exceeding fve per cent
of GDP) that subsequently turned out to be a recuffent feature of the country's public filances. In this context we intend to test the Bucbanar: and
Wagnir (1977) hypothesis and establish the link between demard for public
goods, the perceived tax-price of the median voter and frscal deficits. Moreover,
since Mauritius is a sma-ll island, covering an area not exceeding 72O sq miles'

this makes it vubrerable to the congestion effect associated with the increasing population (currently 1.2 million), in general, and its density in particular'
eltogether in recent years, the economy experienced a growth rate averaging
five per cent in real terms, thereby improving ttre macroeconomic fundalaentals including the public finances. Thus it would be interesting to capture and
analyse the evolutionaqr forces that have governed the demand for public
goods in Mauritius over the last three decades through temporal eLasticities'
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2.

THE MoDEL

We adopt a median voter's approach to the collective choice problem in which

the individual voter maximizes utility subject to a given budget constraint. It
is assumed that preferences of the median voter ,i, are represented by a
Cobb-Douglas utiLity function il a manner described below:

Ut(G,x,l=

acs'xio'

(1)

Where G represents a composite public good, X, represents a private good, a
rs a constant term and 0, and 0, are impact elasticities. Here we should note
that, in contrast to the private good, the median voter alone is unable to decide
directly on the amount that he wants to consume of the public good. In fact,
tJre consumption decision of any publicly provided good is underta_ken on a
collective rather than on an individual basis. As such, a fundamental divergence exists between the amount available for consumption (that is, Gand the
amount paid for by the median voter (say G,) . This arises because of ttre
increasing population and hence the number of beneficiaries of public goods.
What actually happens is tllat there are beneficiaries who do not necessarily
pay for such goods but still have ttre right to participate in their consumption
due to tJ'e principles of equity and non-excludabitty. Put differently, this simply means tlrat the median voter, ex-ante, bays anount G, but finds himself,
eJc-post, consuming G. To further understand the relationship between G and
G,, it is more appropriate to consider the congestion or crowding function:

G=

(G,/I't4

y>

0

{21

In this function, N stands for the population leve1 and y refers to a crowding
parameter, while G and G, are as delined above. Such specification is commonly cited in the literature. See Cornes and Sandler (1996), for instance, for
a theoretical exposition. G is inversely related to N based on the premise that
public goods are non-excludable; an increase in the number of beneficiaries,
or population as a whole, will reduce accessibility to publicly provided good.s
(especially for publicly provided prirate goods or medt goods, such as education and hea-lth, which are high-ly subsidized). Long queues a:rd delays in
delivery of public services coupled with a degradation of the quality of such
services are mere manifestations of this congestion elfect.

With reference to the crowding function specified above; as an extreme

h which case, the values of G and G, coincide. As a result, the anxount available for consumption
by ttre median voter is exactly equal to the amount, wtrich he has paid for and
expects to consume, Alternatively, ify t 0, the congestion effect is said to exist
and wil-1 irnply that tJle anount available for consumption is below what the
benefrciary has paid for. Such is the case we want to emphasise and analyse
in this paper. Needless to say, ttre congestion effect will lead to the following
loss of utilitv:
case, in the event there is no crowding effect, y = 0 and
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(6url61v) = - (o'YUrlj! <

0

(3)

Also, one needs to observe tiat the agent has to gradually adjust Gt proportionately with ttre growt]1 rate of .lV to overcome the efect of congestion and
the subsequent loss of udlity. 3
On the other hand, in addition to the utility function, there exists correspondingly a budget constraint, whose standard form (see for example Stiglitz
(1988)), expressed in real terms is given by:
GPo +

X,

=Y

(4)

where P*. is tl e relative price of t]:e public good (actually the tax-price perceived by ttre median voter) and { is the median voter's real income. Note t}.at
tl:e budget constraint is based on the amount of the public good that the
median voter perceives tre or she will receive, which includes any potentia-l loss
due to the congestion effect. The maximization exercise follows the stylized
Lagrangea-n formulation as given below:

|

=

a6o, y.ea

* Lpeo

+

(s)

x, - v,l

Solving t}lis leads to the following demand for G

' [+] l;r"l
[

(6)

\e' ]J

Substituting G= (Gt /l'frl from the crowding lunction into (6) then gives the following implied demand for G,
f
)

/.,\
o=["]
htr-l
|

|

u)

\0,r1

In other words, we have the willingness and ability to pay fulction for public
goods

as

Gt =

f(yi,pc.,Nr

(s)

Which, wtren expressed in log-linear and tempoml form, generates:
Iog Gn= logA., + AJogYit + A2IogPd+ 4log
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Equadon (9) represents our estimable median voter,s d emand. function for
public goods. Here we find that this demand depends on the real income of the
median voter, the latter's perceived price of the composite public good and the
number of beneficiaries as represented by the population level. logA, is a constant term. The expected signs of the coeflicients in equation (9) are dictated
by the partial d.erivatives of equation (7). Thus it follows tt
I , O, I . 0

"t

and 6Q

ayJ

cfa

ro.

AJV

A,

t

0, suggesting that public goods are normal; but whether A, <
or A, > 1 remains an empirical issue. In the former case, it will imply that
public goods are necessities; otherwise they are 1uxury goods. The coellicient
of ,412 is expected to be negative following the normal good hypothesis. Lastly,
tl-.e coeflicient of 1V, that is A", is expected to be positive, with a coefficient
exceeding unity to particularly reflect congestion effects. In the following section, equation (9) is estirnated and the ernpirica_l findings are discussed thereafter.
We expect

I

3. DATA AND EMptRrcAL rssuEs
Data for ttre period 1970-1999, which have been obtained from the annual
issues of Government Finance Statistics and Internationa-l Financial statistics,
are used to estimate equation (9). For the purpose of illustrating tl:e kind of
trend characterizing tfre data to be used in t]1e empirical exercise, a time series
plot of each variable is shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). With the exception of
log Pn, dl the variables shoum depict a smoothly increasing trend.
Figure l{al: Tlme Series plot of varlables log Gt ao.il log y,
loS
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Figure l(bl: Tlme serles plot of varlables log P4 and log l\I
Iog Pst

1990

1t

1994
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nrl
nrl
s,orirtcei Goue/nttent Finance,Statistics al,d, Intenrationql
Fiwncial Stdtistics, annual issues.

find that this variable has been fluctuating ratber
than depicting a smooth trend. In tl:e foregoing empirical exercise we use rea-l
total public expenditure per capita for variable Gt and real per capita income

In the case of tog

Po, we

for variable [. As these variables are not directly observable, mean values are
often used. to represent them (for example, see Borcherding and Deacon (1972)
and Ashworth (1995)). Besides, given tfrat Mauritius has a two-party electoral
system and the latter is consistent with the median voters' total expenditure
(Stiglitz (1983)), then this ma-kes it more suggestive to use mean values as
indicators of the median voter's quantity demanded and income' Also tl.e
empirical measure of G, is neant to capture the public sector activity in its
broadest senae and subsequently encompasses not only pure Public goods but
as well as the public pmvision of privat€ goods. It is also pertinent to retain
such coverage while addressing issues pertaining to consolidated fiscal
deficits. In addition, for a countr5r like Mauritius' public spending is in l'arge
part dictated by education and health, the first two most expensive government budgets. However, since education and health are provided freely by the
state (hence available to a-ll), it would mal<e Iittle sense to avoid these items
and concentrate only on the pure public goods aspects' The variable Po is
constructed by dividing total tax revenues by total pubfic expenditure in real
terms and constitutes tlle average perceived tax-price of the composite public
good faced by the medial voter. The extra amount ttrat a consumer needs to
pay for any additional unit of the public good consumed is reflected in this definition. The methodologr applied (also adopted by Khan (1988) for a developing country case) has got two major implications; firstly, in testing the
Buchanan and Wagner (1977) hypothesis, it is a relative measr:re in terms of
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current versus future tax prices. To explain tlais, let us consider fl1e conventional government budget constraint in which TPE = R + 8, where TpE stands
for the total tax base or total public expenditure, R stands for total taxes
received/paid and B stands for debt issued (future tax liabilities). Thus,
(R/ IPE) will represent the price currently borne by each citizen taxpayer while
@/?PEl vt1LL represent higher future prices as perceived by the latter.
Secondly, in Mauritius, around 75 per cent of the total tax ea-rnings are generated by indirect taxes, imflying their relative degree of insulation against
any fluctuation in income as opposed to direct taxes. Unemployment benefi.ts,
on the other hand, are not a feature of tJre government's fiscal policy. However,
befiore actually estimating equation (9), we first analyse whether our variables
are all stationary. The Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test based on Dickey
and Fuller (1979) and (1981) is applied for this purpose using the equation:
LZ, =

11o

+ arT +

arZ, r+

IpA4

1+q

(10)

Where Q is any variable at time t, f is tine trend ald e. is a random error
assumed to be independenfly and idenLically distributed. We do contol for
trend non-stationarity as well given that this appea_rs to be a prominent cha_racteristic of our series as revealed in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) above. When ttre
above test is applied to the variables in equation (9), it is found that none is
stationary. Moreover, when a-ll variables are differenced once, and the unit
root test is applied again, ttre hypothesis of non-stationarity is rejected. This
means that our variables are integrated of the same order, i.e., ttrey are all I
(

1).

Table I reports these statisLics conditional on a standard critical ADF at 5
per cent level of significance that equals to -3.6 {value based on MacKinnon
(1991)) and the corresponding lag length as indicated by the relevant va_lue of

Table 1: Unlt root test of varlables

Variable
AGrl

v
AYo

4
Aiv,

Comprned

ADF

-2.6
-3.86*
-2.L4
-4.13*
-t.r
-4.6*
- 1.6
-4.8*

Optimal lag Lenglh

I
I
3
O

4
1

0
1

Source: Author's computation. Notes: (i) The computed ADF statistic in level form contains a time trend for all tl]e variables shown; (ii) * indicates significance at Solo (in) In
the case of variable 'p', since no discernible trend is found, t-he ADF test with alld without a tiend is considered and in both cases, it is found to be non-stationarv.
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Having confirmed that all our variables are integrated of the same order, we
proceed. by estimaLing the co-integrating equation (9) using OLS. The empirical results are as follows:
togG,= 1.99 + O.67logY,- o.49logPrt

(0.67).

+

(0.042) (0.048)

|

'l

|logN, +

1t,

(11)

(0.082)

R2 = 0.89 F=78.3(0.00) RESET(I) = 7.44(0.231
LM(3) = 4.2(0.061) ARCH = s.2(0.16) JB(2) = 2.4(o.o72l cPF = 1.3(0'73)

(Probability values in parentheses)

At the 5 per cent level of signilicance, the computed ADF statistic of order
1 of the residuals, emanating from this equation as indicated by Akaike

Information Criterion (AIC), is found to be -6.41, which far exceeds tl:e critical
value of -4.56, in absolute terms. The result therefore indicates that the effors
€rle random, and that a co-integrating or long term relations]rip exists between
the dependent variable and the right-hand side variables' This is also confirmed by the insignifrcance of the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) statistic. We altogether confrm the felevant specifrcation of ttrose results from Ramsey's
RESET test that allows us to reject the hypothesis of misspeci.fication. Three
other test statistics are also presented, namely, Autoregressive Conditional
Heterosked.asticity (ARCH), Jarque Bera (JB) test of normality of residuals and
Chou/s Predictive Failure test (CPF) based on a sample break at 1982. All test
statistics comply wit]1 the usual norms.
At this stage it is ill.portant to observe that since the analysis is being carried out in a multivariate set-up, it would make more sense to use a multivariate method such as the Johansen technique (Johansen (1988)) to determine the possibility of other co-integrating vectors among our variables a-rrd
deriving more efficient and reLiable estimates. Given ttre small size of olrr sample and our specific objective of esti-mating that co-integrating vector pertaining to a demand function, we stick to ttre single-equation method whjle ensuring the robustness of our estimates by, first1y, con-firming the exogeneity of the
regressors,s and secondly, by controlling for small sample bias (see for
instance Banerjee et aL (L986,1993) and Wickens and Breusch (1988) on
small sanple biases in applying the Engle-Granger methodologr)' Hence, to
address the first problem, we perform weak exogeneity tests of tfre regressors,
nanely, Y, P and 1V, in the above co-integrating equation arrd in the subsequent Error Correction Mechanism (ECM). In this context, we apply the WuHausman Test, detailed in Wu (1973) and Hausman (1978), whose results for
both the co-integrating equation and the corresponding ECM6 are sum.marized
in Table 2. Secondly, to overcome t-lle problem of biasness, we apply a methodolory often proposed in the literature (see Banerjee et aL $9a61for example),
of determining jointly tJ:e short run and long run elasticities in the ECM. As
such, this would imply that we use the Engle-Granger methodolory up to
d.etecting co-integration between the dependent variable ald the independent
-)4-
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va-riables only. Results of these two experiments are now discussed.

Table 2l Wu-Hausman test of weak exogctelty
Tgpe of equation

Variables
Income
Price
Population
AII Regressors

Co-integrating Equation
3.92
2.43
0.009
1.24

ECM*
o.37

o.982
o.465
0.591

Source: Author's Computation.
Note: * We apply this test to the uuestricted ECM (see Table 3)

In table 2, neither of the Wu-Hausman test statistics reported is significant at
tl:e 5 per cent level. Hence, we conclude that the va_riables used in both equations a-re weakly exogenous and the estirates are tllerefore efiicient.
In the ECM we determine the optirnal lagJength of each of the explanatory
variables according to the AIC, and this turns out to be 4 in an uffestdcted
model. However, we apply Hendry's General. to Specilic approach subsequently to capture the relevant short run dynamics and eliminate insignificant variables through the re-estimation of the ECM in a restricted form. The seneral
specifi.cation for this ECM is given by:
4444

LLogG = lx,LLogG,-., + IO"Arogy, r+
lro,Atngpnr-,+
j=\
*-1

El

lrl'/-I;ogN,^

ftr

{L2l

+oLogG(-l|+ ttLogY{-ll+ (Logpn( l)+ rIogJV(- 1)+ (,
To obtain the long run elasticities, we re-parameterise equation (10) as follows:
4444

LIngG =lx$LogG,-, + lb rtr,ogY, ,+ leAIngPnr_,+

J=r
+o[LogG(-7l+

t=l

(p.

/c)LogY(-7\+

Er

((,

l.,lgIngN,^

(13)

tu7

/oll-ogp"( 7l+(n /cJLogNl tll+

,L,

In equation (13), the speed of adjustment of the dependent variable towards
the long-run relationship following any temporary deviation from this relationstrip is given by o. Moreover, the .long run elasticities are tracked by (p,ro)
for income, ({/c) for price and (n/o) for population. We rMish to point out at this
stage that to sbengt-lrcn our reliability on the above approach in an empirical
context, a non-nested test is also performed between ttre single-step model
{Equation (12) and the two-step model (the standard Engle-Granger's ECM).
Based on both AIC and J tests, the single-step ECM model is favoured; and
the above equation is empirically estimated. The results are displayed in Table
3. An analysis of the diagnostics clearly reveals to what extent the elimination
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of incorrect dynarnics in the restricted ECM improves the diagnostic tests' rn
particular, ttre LM test for serial corelation and the RESET test for functiona1 lorm. By and large, all reported test statistics are within the acceptable
norms as denoted by their corresponding probability values.

Table 3: ECM results ln unrestrlcted and restrlcted form
explanatory
uaiables

Nogq-\
LlogC\-21
LIogG{-3)

LIf.7q-al

LIog\-L)
LtogY(-21
LtogY(-31

Nog\-al
Alo9.(-1)

Llog\-21
LtogPl-3)
LlogP{-41
Aloglv(-1)
AtogN(-21

AlogN(-3)

Llogl'q-al
logc(- 1)
tosY(-71

log\-ll
IogN(-l\

unrestricted uersion
T-ratio
coelficient
o.92
0.46
0.76
0.25
-0.0002
-0.0003
-0.0001
-0.o001
1.18
0.45
o.49
-0.17
1.03
3.50
4.79
-3.86
-1.76
r.52
-0.59
u -ttz

restricted uersion
T-ratto
coeJrtcient

2.89*
1.58**
2.59*
1.08***

0.65
o.46
0.54

3.23*
1.78**
2..37"

-2.t7**

-o.o00t

-1.49*;

_0.55***
-0,62***
2.77"

1.0;

3.1t

1.82**

0.39
0.45

1.82**
2.LA*

-1.65

-4.4r

1.41

4.43*
-3.1*

_o.62***
-4.O4*
4.O4"
-

1.82**
L.79**

-

1.04
o.77

2.t9"

Diagnostics
R" = o.a2

R'

F=6.7

LM = 4.6 (O.O32)
RESET = 15.6 (O.OO)
JB = 0. r4 (0.934)
ARCH = 2.78 (O.43)
CHOW's = 0.63 (o.28)

:

0.54

F= 3.9
LM = 2.s5 (0.13)
RESET = 0.60 (0.441
JB = 1.00 (0.61
ARCH = 3.24 (0.36)
CHoVs = 0.69 (0.31)

Notes: (i) *indicates significance at less tl2an 57o;** indicates signilicance at less tha-n
lO% and *** indicates insignificance. (ii) The probability value for each diagnostic test
is indicated within brackets. (tri) chov/s Predictive Failure test uses a sanple break at

r982.
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From Table 3, we can summanise the results emanating from the restrictin particular the adjustment parameter and the short
run and long run elasticities. The adjustment paramete]l is negative and significant. Being negative and high in rnagnitude, it clearly reveals that quantity consumed of public goods does adjust relatively fast towards its long-term
relationship with the regressors in question. For the sake of convenience, tlre
elasticities have been tabulated in Table 4.
ed version of the ECM,

Table 4: Tenporal elasticlties

uarbble
Y
P
1[

ekrsticities
kng-run*
-6.9P4***
0.87*
1.93**
-1.04*
o.47"

slnrt-run

Notes: (i) * Indicates significance lwels as defired under Table 3. (n) # impLies that the
long-run elasticities are determined after re-paraneterisation of the restricted ECM,

The short run figures reveal that only price turns out to be a significant
varirabie that has an impact on the demand for public goods. Its coefficient
happens to be positive and elastic. This leads to a straight-forward rejection of
the Buchanan and Wagner (1977) hypothesis. The case of Mauritius substantiates ttrat in the short mn, €rny price increase would be accompanied by a
more t-han proportionate increase in the demand for public goods. This happens to be the case since people judge the relative importance of these goods
through the price tl:at they pay. An increase in ttre price could be viewed as
an improvement in the quality of services delivered by the public sector and
hence the willingness to demand more as price rises. On the other hand, both
income and population have no short-run impact on the demand for public
goods. The empirical explanation for the insensitivity of consumers to a
change in income is probably due to the fact ttrat they are more concerned
wittr private rather than public goods, especially when they are liquidity constrained. Altogetler, this does not provide any evidence of tJre Wagnerian
hypottresis of high income elasticity. Regarding population, since the latter

does not grow much from one short period to another, this factor will
undoubtedly have no significant inlluence on the del]aand for public goods in
tl.e short-run.
On t]le other hand, it can be found that all the long run elasticities generated are signilicant ald consistent with the theoretica_l postutates. In the long
run, since Ar.l, we can therefore robustly claim ttrat public goods are necessities. Based on this long run coefficient, we can al.so com.ment on the
Wagner's Law. The latter predicts ttrat as income increases, public expendi-
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ture will rise more than proportionately. This occurs because the demand for
some specific public goods, having al elastic base, will r.ise.7 In our long-tem
equation, since the coelficient of income is 0.87 and hence lies below unity, w€
reject the wagnerian hypothesis again. Alternatively, the negative coefficient
on P here tends to support the Buchanan and Wagner (1977) hypottresis.
Given a decrease in the perceived tax-price of public goods, the demand for
such goods will increase in the long run. Hence, given that fiscal defrcits have
been a recurent feature of the Mauritian public finances in the past, ttris
would signal a reduction in the perceived tax price of such goods eventually
causing higher public spending. Lastly, t.I:e coefficient on population is 0.47,
implying that demand grows as population grows. However, u/trat is worttr noting trere is that congestion effects are not prevalent in the case of Mauritius.
One can expLain this through the degree of'publicness' of tle public goods in
Mauritius. In clearer terms, for congestion effects to occur, an increase in population must be accompanied by a more t]lan proportionate increase in quantity dem€-nded of public goods. In tl1e current context, this is not tlte case
because there has been equally an increasing demand for private goods that
directly compete with some publicly-provided private goods such as education,
health and transport. In recent years the increasing participation of the private sector in supplying such competing goods for a more profitable cause has
danpened the congestion effects to a la-rge extent.

4.

CoNcLUSToN

This paper provides additional insights t}rough the empirical evidence of the
median voter's demand function for the public goods in a developing small
islarrd economy. We first establish a long-term rel,ationship between quantity
demanded of public goods, median voter's income, price and population.
Supporting evidence in favour of the Buchanan ald Wagner (1977) hlpothesis is found in tJle Mauritial context implying that frscal defrcits have led to a
reduction in the perceived tax-price of public goods tJrat have further
increased public spending. In addition, we establish that public goods are
necessities, It is also iound that as population increases, there is a less tlan
proportionate increase in tlle quantity demanded for public goods' This clearly signals the absence of congestion effiects, wtrich are generally expected to
occur with an increase in population densiqr. However, since there has been
correspondingly an increasing demand for privately provided merit goods,
such as education and health, over the last few decades, this has largely
dampened tJre congestion effects. No evidence in favour of Wagner's law is
found over the long run since income elasticity of demand for public goods is
found to be strictly less than unit5l. However, the Error Correction Mechanism
also allows us to conclude that in the short run only the price variable matters. Its positive sign tends to reveal that beneficiaries are willing to demand
more of such goods as their perceived price rises. By and la-rge, we can say
that the lone run estimates of elasticities conform to conventional wisdom.
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Surnning up, it would be good to observe a major policy implication of these
findings that it is necessary but not sufficient for the government to cuJb public spending by simply gliminsting frscal deficits. It would also be a challenge
to consider, beyond the growing median voter,s income, growth of population
altogether with private sector's involvement in supplying goods having public
characteristics.
Accepted for publication: 13th Mag 2003.
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2. For a good review (both theoretical alld empirical) of altemative demard functions
for pubJic goods (including environmental goods) see Comes and Sandler (1996).
3. Observe that using total dilferentia], one ca-rl prove that for G > O , it is necessary
and suffrcient that c > IlY, that is, tl e beneficiary has to adjust Gi such that its gror th
rate exceeds y.lY to increase the availability of the public good G to all (Here, a dotted
variable indicates growth rate of that variable).

4, Note that R/?PE represents the average rate of tax perceived by t]le media-rl voter,
since tlris ratio carr be expressed as lR/ I!)/ lfpE/ 1,4, ttLat is, per c!1ptt(l rax as a proportion of per capita government expenditure.
5. Haris (1995) fof instance reports that when all the right-hand side variables in a
single-equation model are *eakly exogenous, ttris oethod is likely to generate efficient
estimates as one would expect from a multivariate technique, such as t]le Johalsen

approach.

6. For a good review on the us€fuhess and applicatioas of ECMs, see Thomas (1997),
7. For a recent discussion of the Wagner's Law see Payne and Ewing (1996),
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